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Once a heart is lost in shadow . . .Life has been anything but kind to Mary Chase. But the Society

for the Suppression of Supernaturals has given her purpose. Now she's been tasked with catching a

vicious murderer dubbed the Bishop of Charing Cross. But someone is already on the case-and the

last thing he relishes is a partner.Only someone who lives in darkness can find it.Jack Talent has

been alone with his demons for many years. He never expected to have the willful Mary Chase

assist him on the Bishop case. Their age-old rivalry reaches new heights-even as their desire for

one another reaches a fever pitch. Though he aches to bring her close, Jack's dark secrets are a

chasm between them. With dangerous enemies closing in, Jack must find the strength to face the

past . . . or risk losing Mary forever.
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4.5 StarsShadowdance has all the right ingredients for me to truly enjoy, the continuation of a

wonderful series, historical setting, a bit of Steampunk, amazing sex scenes, mystery and danger. I

have loved this series from the first book, Firelight and look forward to continuing the series to see

what adventure is next for our Supernaturals.Jack Talent is the enigmatic shifter who worked for Ian

Ranulf at one time but now is a Regulator for the SOS, a Supernatural organization. He is



investigating the mysterious deaths of several demons and to add to his troubles, Mary Chase is

assigned as his new partner.Mary is a GIM, Ghost in a Machine, a supernatural being that has been

given a new life with a mechanical heart. GIMâ€™s are some of the best spies in London as they

can travel outside their bodies without detection. There are trust issues between the two, they have

known each other for several years and Jack has always treated her with distain, she usually keeps

her distance because she is unsure why he seems to hate her, until now.As they delve deeper in

the mystery of the murders and find more sinister beings, the two fight the attraction between them,

Jack is so mean and nasty that Mary just wants to throttle him, but she knows what he is going

through since she is the one that found him two years ago after demons tortured him and knows

that his pain is so raw, she can hardly blame him. Things are about to disintegrate and they are both

in the middle of the inferno.All I can say is wow, as usual, this series is amazing. Ms. Callihan has

outdone herself as we immerse ourselves in the historical world of a slightly different London. This

world has special gadgets and interesting species that are both fascinating and terrifying.

The story of Mary Chase and Jack Talent began in the last book Winterblaze (Darkest London) and

came into a well written story of intrigue, romance and sacrifice.Mary Chase and Jack Talent have

seemingly hated each other to anyone who watched them, they have been put together to work on

a case of deaths of certain supernaturals in London. Talk about your love hate relationships but this

is MUCH more than a romance. This is the story of two people whose lives have been intertwined

from the beginning and the changes of them becoming lovers is almost zero.This is a story of

murder, betrayal, romance and dedication. I should mention that it has possibly the best "first kiss"

scene that i have ever read but this is a very slow moving romance inserted among the death and

seemingly hopelessness of a impossibly strong enemy.The writing is exceptional as always and

pretty much every book in this series has been a 5 Star reading experience BUT each novel builds

on the last so you pretty much have to start at book #1. So just to say it, this is highly recommended

and one of the better series in paranormal romance and I really don't even like steampunk type

setting but this is too good to miss .Reading Order:Firelight (Darkest London)
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